Distinguishing key biological pathways between primary breast cancers and their lymph node metastases by gene function-based clustering analysis.
In order to identify key biological pathways that can distinguish between primary breast cancers and their lymph node metastases, we employed gene expression profiling together with gene function-based clustering analysis. We first acquired gene expression profiles of 9 matched primary tumors and the corresponding metastases that contained at least 75% of tumor cells. Then, we applied a clustering algorithm to the preprocessed data. In order to focus on the most informative genes, we ranked all the genes individually based on their abilities to separate the primary breast tumor and metastases samples. Further, we separated these genes into six functional groups according to the Stanford SOURCE database: 'cell cycle,' 'apoptosis,' 'metabolism,' 'cell adhesion and migration,' 'signal transduction,' and 'transcriptional factor and DNA binding molecules.' Unsupervised clustering analysis using all of the 2,303 genes on the microarrays was not able to separate the primary and metastases samples. Clustering analysis using the most informative genes revealed that primary tumors were more tightly clustered, whereas the metastases samples were relatively heterogeneous. The clustering analysis with the genes belonging to different functional groups showed that different functional gene sets varied in their abilities to separate primary tumors and their metastases. Marked separations were found with genes involved in metabolism, signal transduction, cell cycle, and transcriptional factor and DNA binding molecules. In contrast, apoptosis and cell adhesion and migration genes did not provide a clear separation of the two groups of samples. These results suggest that metastatic cells have different metabolism and signal transduction activities, regulated by transcriptional events, from the primary tumor cells. The results also suggest that the altered cell adhesion and migration potentials that are required for tumors to metastasize already exist in the primary tumors as a whole.